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DIRECT 4D RECONSTRUCTION OF
PARAMETRIC IMAGES INCORPORATING
ANATO-FUNCTIONAL JOINT ENTROPY
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Abstract- We developed a closed-form 40 algorithm to directly reconstruct parametric images as obtained using the Patlak
graphical method for (nearly) irreversible tracers. Conventional
methods consist of individually reconstructing 20/30 PET data,
followed by graphical analysis on the sequence of reconstructed
images. The proposed approach maintains the simplicity and
accuracy of the EM algorithm by extending the system matrix
to include the relation between the parametric images and the
measured data. The proposed technique achieves a closed-form
solution by utilizing a different hidden complete-data formulation
within the EM framework. Additionally, the method is extended
to maximum a posterior (MAP) reconstruction via incorporating
MR image information, with the joint entropy between the MR
and parametric PET features. A Parzen window method was used
to estimate the joint probability density of the MR and parametric PET images. Using realistic simulated [llC]-Naitrindole PET
and MR brain images/data, the quantitative performance of the
proposed methods was investigated. Significant improvements in
terms of noise vs. bias performance have been achieved, when
performing direct parametric reconstruction, and additionally
when extending the algorithm to its Bayesian counter-part using
MR-PET join entropy.
Index Terms- 40 PET reconstruction, parametric image estimation, anato-functional joint entropy
I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamic PET imaging provides the capability to extract
important physiological and biochemical parameters of interest
[1]. This is most commonly achieved via compartmental
modeling methods. There have been a number of different
formulations to directly estimate such kinetic parameters from
sinogram data (e.g. [2], [3]). The direct approach has the
important advantages of: (i) not assuming the object being
static within a frame as it incorporates time-integrals of
the tracer dynamics within each frame, and (ii) accurately
modeling the Poisson noise distribution in PET data (whereas
indirect methods face the very difficult task of estimating
noise correlations in reconstructed images, often neglected for
simplicity).
The majority of direct parametric reconstruction methods in
the past utilized nonlinear kinetic models to estimate individual kinetic parameters. Nonetheless, a number of graphical
modeling methods have been developed that yield simple
linear/visual techniques for estimation/evaluation of kinetic
properties of various PET tracers (e.g. see [4] as a review).
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The Patlak linear model for irreversible tracers was recently
included in a direct parametric estimation task, wherein the
authors expanded the objective function for the reconstruction
task to directly relate the Patlak parameters across the image to
measured data, and used a preconditioned conjugate gradient
algorithm to find the optimum solution [5]. In this work, we
have alternatively extended the system matrix formulation and
derived a direct 4D EM parametric reconstruction algorithm,
with the advantages of being closed-form and accurate.
An area of growing interest has been that of developing
reconstruction algorithms to incorporate anatomical information, yet taking into account the differences between PET and
anatomical segmentation [6], [7]. In particular, Somayajula et
al. [8] proposed to use the mutual information (MI) between
features (e.g. intensities or intensity gradients) of MRICT and
PET images as priors. It was later suggested that the use
of only the joint entropy (JE) component of the MI metric
was better conditioned to minimize bias in the reconstructed
images [9]. In [10], we designed and investigated a one-steplate (OSL) maximum a posterior (MAP) algorithm with the
JE between features (such as intensity) of the anato-functional
image pairs as the prior. In this work, we have implemented
a new approach in which this methodology is directly applied
to the parametric PET images within the proposed 4D image
reconstruction algorithm.
II. METHODS

A. 4D Reconstruction Algorithm
Patlak and Blasberg presented a linear model for the time
activity curves in a region of interest and the blood input
function, which applies to a tissue-compartment model that
contains at least one irreversible compartment [11]. Based on
this Patlak model, the relation between the time-activity curve
in a voxel j, Cj(t), and the blood input function, CP(t), can
be written as:
t

where

SP(t)

=

l

CP(t),

> t*

(1)

(2)

t * is the time for the tracer to reach steady state (determined
visually), and Kj and bj are the Patlak slope and intercept
parameters (as seen when dividing both sides of Eqn. 1 by
CP(t)). In particular, the parameter of interest I'\,j indicates the
fractional rate of uptake from the plasma to the tissue. Next,
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note that the accumulated image
can be written as:

xj

in voxel j and frame

n

(3)

where ts,n and te,n are the starting and ending times for frame
n (decay factors are not written here for simplicity, but need
to be taken into account), and
(4)

Thus, using the standard system matrix P relating the image
vector x n at a particular frame n = (I. .. N) to the measured
data yn for that frame yn=pxn , we can arrive at the following
overall 40 relation:

Y==PM
where

Y==

(;~ )'M=(~)'

P== (

~~~)P

SP(N)P

CP(l)P
CP(N)P

(5)

B. Incorporation of Anato-Metabolic Joint Entropy

We designed and investigated a one-step-Iate (OSL) MAP
algorithm with the JE between features (such as intensity)
of the anato-functional image pairs as the prior [10]. In the
present work, we seek to implement and study direct 40
Bayesian parametric reconstruction incorporating JE between
the parametric image itself (u=", and b) and the MR anatomical image (v). The feature vectors u and v are considered
as realizations of the random feature variables U and V,
respectively.
We used Parzen window (non-parametric) estimation of the
joint probability density (JPO) [14], [15] between the PET
parametric and MR images, via a superposition of Gaussian
densities centered on the elements of a sample S drawn from
the image pairs. Assuming that the convariance matrices (1/Juu
and 1/Jvv ) are diagonal, with the measured functional and
anatomical intensity realizations u and v, the JPD Pu,v(U, V)
is approximately evaluated as:

and

Pu,v(U,V)

1 ~

1·

.

==N L.)(21r)- (1IJh u 1lJ{,v)-2
1

(9)

S jES

).

. exp( _~ (U ~ Uj)2
2 1/luu

~ (V ~ Vj)2 )].
2 1/lvv
Unlike other works in which the covariance matrix 1/Juu of

(6)

Thus, this approach effectively composes an extended system
matrix P relating the combined parametric image M to the
overall 40 measured data Y. Using this extended formulation
within the EM framework, after some simplification, one
arrives at the following iterative algorithm:

a PET image was assumed to have uniform diagonal entries,
we chose the following model [10]:
(10)
Le. each element of the covariance matrix was assumed
proportional to squared image intensity (motivated by previous
investigations into the EM algorithm [16]), where Q (the
proportionality constant) was optimized.
With Pu,v(U, V) expressed as in Eqn. 9, the JE metric was
defined as
Hu,v(U,V)

where y(",old, bo1d)=p [Sp(n)",old + cP(n)b01d ] and s is the
standard sensitivity image.
A different underlying framework: As can be seen above,
we have derived a closed-form algorithm for direct parametric
reconstruction from 4D data. It is noticed that application
of the direct parametric EM scheme originally proposed by
Carson and Lange [2] to this problem does not result in a
closed-form solution. The standard, physically-intuitive voxel
contributions to each bin i were used as the hidden complete
data in Carson and Lange [2]. The present work employs the
contributions of each of the lij and bj elements to each bin i
as the complete data, which is an unobservable complete data
space. This implementation (upon going through the EM steps
[12]) has produced the aforementioned closed-form algorithm.
It is worth noting that it was demonstrated by Fessler and
Hero [13] that it is possible and sometimes helpful to use alternative complete-data formulations, to arrive at more effective
reconstruction algorithms. It can be seen that the present work
proposes one such approach with potential benefits in the area
of direct parametric EM reconstruction.

_

== -

L LPu,v(U,V)lnpu,v(U, V).
u v

(11)

The derivative of the JE metric was then incorporated within
the OSL-MAP algorithm, as we first proposed in [10], but this
time for parametric image reconstruction; for instance, applied
to Eqn. 7 (u=",), this results in:
",new

",old

==

s 2::=1 SP(n)

.

+ f3a~:.v IK=KOld

(12)

~ §1'(n)pT [yn(,,;~;, bOld)] ,

where f3 is the weighting factor on the JE regularization.

C. Simulated Tracer Study
Aside from the widely utilized tracer FOG, which is irreversibly phosphorylated (k4=0), some other tracers of interest
exhibit complete or near irreversibility (within scanning periods). These tracers include [18 F]-Spiperone, [18 F]-CFf (WIN
35428), 2-[ 18 F]-FA, and 1C]-Naltrindole, the last of which
targeting the delta opioid receptor was simulated in this work.

e
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We used existing parametric brain images from a human
study (implemented on a mathematical brain phantom [17])
as the starting truth in our simulations. The corresponding
dynamic datasets were then generated including realistic noise
realizations. The simulated dedicated-brain PET scanner had
323 projection angles and 315 radial bins, and covered transaxial and axial fields-of-view (FOYs) of 35.0 cm and 15.3 cm,
respectively.
Parametric images were obtained using (i) conventional dynamic 3D image reconstruction, followed by graphic modeling
analysis, (ii) the proposed 4D direct parametric reconstruction
algorithm and (iii) the proposed 4D direct parametric MAP
algorithm incorporating JE between parametric PET and MAP
images. We used 21 ordered subsets in the reconstructions.
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D. Evaluation Metrics
To evaluate the estimated parametric Patlak slope images
quantitatively, we used the tradeoff between normalized mean
squared error (NMSE) and normalized standard deviation
(NSD) for individual regions of the brain (with exact boundaries) and the tradeoff between overall NMSE and overall NSD
over the whole brain. The NMSET for each ROI r (ranging
from 1 to 16) covering one region of the brain was calculated
using

iT - jiT)2

NMSET == ( ~

(13)

T

~ L:~~1 JLr, ""r and JLr
where K- == ~ L:~1 ""r and jiT
denote the ith estimated and reference true Patlak slope value,
respectively; and n is the number of voxels in the ROI r. For
each ROI, the NMSE value was plotted against the NSD value,
as calculated using

Direct Parametric Estimation

The overall NMSE and overall NSD were calculated by
averaging the individual regional values.

3
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Fig. 1.
Overall NSD (noise) vs. NMSE (bias) curves for the estimated
Patlak slope (generated by increasing iterations), from (i) 3D reconstruction
followed by graphical modeling, and (ii) the proposed 40 direct parametric
image reconstruction.

IV.
Fig. 2. Transaxial/coronal/sagittal slices through the parametric image: (top)
the simulated original brain phantom, as well as reconstructions using (middle)
standard 3D reconstruction followed by modeling, and (bottom) the proposed
40 direct parametric EM reconstruction. The latter two images were chosen
to have similar bias.

RESULTS

As depicted in Fig. 1, in terms of the NSD (noise) vs.
NMSE (bias) tradeoff, the proposed 4D direct parametric
image reconstruction technique noticeably outperforms the
conventional technique (3D reconstruction followed by modeling). We can see at the same time that it takes more
iterations for the proposed technique (e.g., 1"V5 iterations) to
achieve the same NMSE as for the conventional technique (1"V2
iterations). The point is that, with matching NMSE values, the
noise performance is considerably improved by the proposed
technique. The observation of slower convergence rates is a
common one when more advanced reconstruction techniques
are employed [18], [19].
For a visual comparison, Fig. 2 depicts slices through
parametric images obtained by the above two methods. Having
comparable bias, the parametric images estimated from the
proposed 4D direct reconstruction technique are clearly seen
to be much less noisy than those from the conventional 3D
reconstruction followed by graphical modeling analysis. Furthermore, Fig. 3 depicts quantitative NSD (noise) vs. NMSE
(bias) comparisons for the above two methods in 16 individual
brain regions.
At the end, application of the direct parametric MAP
reconstruction (incorporating JE between the parametric PET
and MR images) is seen to further improve the NSD and
NMSE tradeoff in most of the brain regions, as shown in
Fig. 4.
SUMMARY

We have developed a closed-form 4D algorithm to directly
reconstruct parametric images as obtained using the Patlak
graphical method for (nearly) irreversible tracers. The proposed approach was implemented through composing a system
matrix relating the combined parametric images directly to the
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achieved when the proposed MAP algorithm (incorporating
joint entropy between parametric PET and MR information)
was employed.
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Fig. 3.
Regional NSD vs. NMSE curves obtained for the estimated
Patlak slope images, from standard 3D reconstruction followed by graphical
modeling and from the proposed 4D direct parametric reconstruction (16 brain
regions).
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Fig. 4. Regional NSD vs. NMSE curves obtained for the estimated Patlak
slope images, from the 4D direct parametric reconstruction without and with
(MAP) incorporating the MR image information (16 brain regions).

measured 4D data. The closed-form solution was achieved by
the utilization of a different complete-data formulation within
the EM method. Instead of using the standard, physicallyintuitive voxel contributions to each bin i as the hidden
complete data, the present framework effectively employs the
contributions of each of the Patlak elements ("'j and bj ) to
each bin i as the complete data. This has ultimately produced
the aforementioned closed-form algorithm.
Furthermore, the method was extended to maximum a
posterior (MAP) reconstruction via incorporating MR image
information, making use of the joint entropy between the
parametric PET and MR image features. The NSD (noise)
vs. NMSE (bias) tradeoff of the directly estimated Patlak
slope image was shown to be significantly better than that
estimated from graphical analysis on 3D reconstructed images.
Additional improvement on the NSD vs. NMSE tradeoff was
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